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*The agency contract is actually a "cross-chain bridge contract", and the agency contract is used to 
facilitate readers' understanding.
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Bifrost is a Polkadot DeFi ecological protocol developed based on the Substrate 
framework. Its focus is to provide liquidity services for the assets that have been locked in 
staking, and it is committed to becoming an intermediate abstraction layer between the 
application layer and the staking layer. 

Bifrost tries to solve the contradictory selection problem of staking of limited assets in 
Staking and DeFi applications. Using the Bifrost protocol, users can stake their native assets 
to Bifrost's proxy contract, and the Bifrost proxy contract manages the native assets for 
staking. The user also obtains the liquid asset vToken (Voucher Token) issued by Bifrost. 
vToken can trade and use freely on the Bifrost platform and the DeFi ecological activities. 

Through such a scheme, native assets can continue to be staked on the original chain to 
maintain the security of the original chain. Meanwhile, the vToken in the Bifrost chain gains 
liquidity and can be freely controlled by users. 

‣ Bifrost's structure design (the original chain takes Ethereum as an example, and 
the asset takes ETH as an example) 
Source TokenInsight

Bifrost 

Ethereum

Bifrost agency contract*

Bifrost DeFi ecosystem, and 
compatible DeFi applications with 

Bifrost

1. User injects ETH assets into Bifrost's 
designated contract

3. The agency contract 
helps users complete the 
pledge of original chain 
assets, locks liquidity, and 
provides staking income

2.The user obtains 
the corresponding 
amount of vToken, 
and the liquidity is 
released

Of course, the picture above shows the entry point of the Bifrost protocol. At present, the 
bridge with Ethereum has been realized, and vETH assets have been successfully in staking 
and issued. Bifrost's vision is to link more public chain networks to make Bifrost a liquidity 
release solution for more (or any) basic staking services. 

Bifrost can be understood as a PoS mining pool. Users entrust assets to Bifrost for mining 
activities and lock in liquidity. At the same time, Bifrost gives vToken as an exchange 
certificate for assets in the PoS mining pool. At the same time, more applications have been 
built and opened in the Bifrost ecosystem, so that these vToken certificates can also be 
circulated, and even the benefits generated from the applications can be obtained.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

vToken 
vToken is the core of the Bifrost protocol. The purpose and use scenario of vToken is to 
circulate and use in any application/any chain in the Polkadot ecology. At present, vToken is 
still in the early stage and only supports ETH bridging. The vETH obtained through the 
bridge is only issued on the Ethereum network. 

• At the current stage: through the official Mint event, users make staking on ETH to obtain 
vETH certificates circulating in Ethereum; the staked ETH will be unlocked after ETH2.0 
goes online in the future, and will be converted to ETH 1:1. At this stage, vETH has a 

discount of about 10%； 

• Future stage: After Bifrost goes live, vETH will be transferred to the Bifrost mainnet; and 
the newly bridged assets will only be issued (vToken) in the Bifrost ecosystem and 
circulate in the Polkadot ecosystem. 

From this perspective, Bifrost's entry point in the Polkadot ecology is very clear, which is to 
provide liquidity for the Polkadot ecology and become a channel for other chain assets to 
bridge to Polkadot. Of course, Bifrost may also develop applications with vToken usage 
scenarios on the mainnet. But in general, more applications and larger space for the vToken 
will inevitably come from other projects in the Polkadot ecology. 

How to achieve decentralized deposit at this stage 

1. Transfer�of�Owner�Permission�of�Bifrost�vETH�Minting�Contract�

The Bifrost vETH minting contract needs to remove the Sudo administrator authority 
before the formal deposit of ETH 2.0 to ensure that the deposit operation of ETH in the 
agreement is confirmed by multiple parties and remove the unilateral risk by the Bifrost 
development team. The owner’s authority of Bifrost vETH minting contract has been 
completed the transfer to a multi-signature contract The five parties: InfStones, Ankr, 
Digital Finance Group, LongHash Ventures, and Bifrost's development team will jointly 
act as the multi-signature private key management party for the ETH 2.0 Deposit 
operation. According to the description in the vETH decentralization roadmap, at 
present, the multi-signature threshold needs to reach 3/5 to successfully complete the 
process of depositing Bifrost contract ETH to ETH 2.0. After each multi-signature deposit 
is completed, the Bifrost team will publish the record on the multi-signature Deposit 
chain in the Bifrost Wiki. 

2. Withdraw�Key�BLS�threshold�signature�

The Bifrost team refers to the BLS threshold signature used by ETH2.0 (corresponding to 
the curve BLS 12-381, a distributed signature technology), that is, in the ETH 2.0 Deposit 
operation, two pairs of keys are designed. One pair is used to withdraw staking, The 
Withdraw Key Pair, for the principal, and the Validator Key Pair that participates in the 
system's block production, are conducive to ensuring the security of the system. The 
team also referred to the academic paper "ETHDKG: Distributed Key Generation with 
Ethereum Smart Contracts" and the implementation source code: Link, using distributed 
key generation technology (abbreviated as DKG) to implement a threshold signature 
solution. 

https://github.com/PhilippSchindler/EthDKG
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The BLS aggregate signature function allows multiple members to sign the message data 
with their own BLS private key. The generated multiple signature values can be aggregated 
into a single signature value through a specially defined addition operation. From this point 
of view, it is very similar to multi-signature technology. The difference is that the multi-
signature requires multiple signatures, while the threshold signature technology virtualizes a 
single account. In addition, it should be noted that the BLS curve given in the ETHDKG 
paper is BN128, not BLS12-381, so it needs to be based on it, and Bifrost has already 
carried out a certain reconstruction. 

In the future, decentralized staking will be completed using the XCMP 
protocol 

Take Ethereum 2.0 as an example. When the Ethereum 2.0 transfer function and smart 
contract function are fully enabled, users can transfer ETH to the Bifrost para chain through 
the XCMP protocol through the decentralized bridge between Polkadot and Ethereum 2.0. 
The Bifrost para chain will accomplish the minting process from ETH to vETH according to 
the minting algorithm. The Bifrost para chain code will automatically select the appropriate 
Ethereum2.0 Validator node according to the algorithm of the bidding module, and then 
complete the staking operation on the Ethereum2.0 platform through the decentralized 
bridge. According to the disclosure of the project party. In the future, Bifrost will select an 
optimal decentralized bridge system and interact with the bridge system through the 
XCMP protocol to complete cross-chain transfer and staking operations. 

vToken exchange and income-staking scenario 

The exchange ratio between vETH and ETH2 in the future is 1:1. However, in the future 
Bifrost ecosystem, the exchange ratio between vToken and the original Token is not fixed, 
and the specific exchange ratio depends on the price fluctuation of the original Token. The 
direct manifestation of this is the increase in the price of Mint vToken. 

The essential reason is that the original Token will get (currency standard) benefits in the 
process of staking, that is, the increase in the number of original Tokens. However, the 
newly minted vToken is in the Bifrost network and has no benefit. Therefore, from the 
perspective of quantitative ratio, if the income increases, the relative quantity of vToken 
decreases, and the price increases. When the original Token is exchanged, it is directly 
manifested as obtaining more Token. Of course, the disadvantage of this design is that it 
gets rid of the anchor of the original Token and vToken, and thus loses the price anchor of 
vToken. The positive direction is that the price rises and the user gains; the reverse 
direction is the price drop and the user is damaged. 

Another feature that users can feel is that users can lock in their earnings after minting in 
advance. Users can directly give the original chain assets to bidders in the bidding market, 
and transfer the voting rights and use rights of the assets to bidders. After the bidder locks 
in the revenue for the user in advance, the remaining operations have nothing to do with 
the user. After the expiration, the user can receive the principal and the interest promised 
by the bidder at that time (currency standard). Therefore, bidders may gain profits from it, 
and of course they may also suffer losses. For the original chain currency holders, the 
currency-based fixed-income products can be obtained in this way, and all risks are borne 
by the bidder.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

It is currently the second stage of vETH. The Bifrost mainnet has not yet been released. It is 
temporarily unable to complete the generation of staking proceeds through the voting 
market. InfStones and Ankr will provide ETH 2.0 Validator services for vETH. The revenue 
structure will be based on 15%. Validator commission (server and maintenance costs), 5% 
Slash public insurance fund, 80% for vETH issuance to complete the settlement, when 
accidental Slash occurs, it will be deducted through the Slash public insurance fund, if the 
public insurance fund is not enough to cover the Slash amount , The Bifrost shall bear the 
Slash loss. If no Slash is generated when vETH enters the third stage, the Slash public 
insurance funds will enter the Slash public insurance pool of the Bifrost mainnet to continue 
to bear the Slash risk. 

According to the project party, after the Bifrost mainnet launching, the ERC20 asset 
protocol vETH will be supported to be transferred to the Bifrost mainnet through the 
Polkadot cross-Ethereum bridge and cross-chain. vETH will become an ERC 20 and 
Substrate Based dual-protocol asset. 

vsToken and vsBond 
To solve the problem of slot auction liquidity in the Kusama network and the Polkadot 
network, the Bifrost project designed vsToken (voucher slot token) and vsBond, which have 
not yet been launched. vsToken represents the proportion of the stakeholder's contribution 
equity in the para chain auction, and can be traded at any time or exchanged with vsBond 
on a one-to-one basis. And vsBond is a special Token, which not only represents the rights 
and interests of receiving auction rewards but also represents the rights and interests of 
different para chains during the lease period. At that time, there will be a dedicated vsBond 
internal trading market in the Bifrost network. The purpose of this is to separate the use 
value of Token from the value of equity so that users can better control the liquidity of their 
assets. 

‣ vsToken Product Interface 
Source: Bifrost, TokenInsight
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Development 
Bifrost is currently in the stage of preparing for the mainnet launch. The testnet Asgard has 
been running for some time. Polkadot Eco's slot auction will be held in April 2021. Like 
many projects in the ecology, Bifrost also announced that it will participate in the slot 
auction. 

According to the observation of the testnet, the operation status of the testnet is stable. 
The BNC Token currently owned by the community is also recorded in the testnet and will 
be mapped after the mainnet goes online. 

Prior to this, Bifrost conducted multiple ETH minting airdrops, attracting users to bridge 
their ETH into vETH. The minting airdrop has been held for three rounds, and participants 
in each round will be able to obtain the annualized income of vETH itself and a certain 
amount of BNC rewards. At this stage, Bifrost is carrying out a special airdrop event, that is, 
directly airdrop BNC rewards to addresses holding vETH. 

According to its official data, in the two phases of Bifrost Mint Drop that have been 
completed, 2,788 ETH were minted in the first phase, and the airdrop of minting in the 
second phase increased by 12,212 ETH, a growth rate of 538%. The average individual 
minting amount in the second period is 26.1324 vETH, which is an increase of 22.0081 
vETH over the first period. 

At present, the total issuance of vETH is 18,009.8, with 989 addresses participating in coin 
mining, of which the first six addresses account for 50%. More specific and timely 
information can be found through this link. In addition, since vToken is currently circulating 
on the Ethereum network, it can also be traded in some DEXs. 

In addition to the currently ongoing airdrop activities, Bifrost is also conducting DoDo DEX 
LP liquidity mining activities to solve the liquidity problem of vETH/ETH. 

‣ Trade Information of vETH 
Source: TokenInsight, 2021.04.07

Platform
vETH：ETH Exchange 

Rate

ETH Amount in the 
pool

vETH Amount in the pool

DODO 0.923 721.68 2689.99

SakeSwap 0.951 42.01 45.34

Loopring 0.904 54.26 60.05

Uniswap 0.956 80.08 85.03

Average Price/
Total

0.9335 898.03 2880.41

vETH Total 
Circulation

18,009.86

vETH Total Value $32,239,721

https://etherscan.io/token/0xc3d088842dcf02c13699f936bb83dfbbc6f721ab
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

‣ Bifrost�Roadmap�
Source:�Bifrost�Official�Web TokenInsight

In the roadmap published on the official website of the Bifrost project: 

• As of Q1 of 2021, staking drop has been completed and security audits have begun. 

• The project said that the internal AMM trading pool, IPO details, page auction details 
and planned new support such as vDOT and other derivatives have not yet been realized, 
mainly due to changes in the official progress of Polkadot. 

• These milestones will be realized in about 1 month. 

• At the same time, it said that the newly supported derivatives such as vDOT cannot be 
realized without connecting to the parachain. After connecting to the parachain, they will 
be released through the module account controlled by the parachain.

*SALP, Slot Auction Liquidity Protocol: SLP, Staking Liquidity Protocol

2020�Q4�
Staking drop completed; 

Started a security audit; 

The internal AMM trading 
pool was in progress

2021�Q2�
Kusama slot auction; 

Bifrost mainnet Dapp; 

SALP (vsKSM/vsBOND); 

SLP development (vETH/vKSM); 

vETH cross-chain to Bifrost

2020�Q3�
Opened Staking bidding beta 

supported EOS testnet; 

Incentive test Bifrost Asgard 
CC2; 

Bifrost Dapp Beta

2021�Q1�
Launched the Mint Drop 2; 

Rococo v1 parachain test; 

Launched Asgard CC4 testnet; 

Bifrost Dapp Alpha/POA mainnet

2021�Q4�
Polkadot slot auction; 

SALP (vsDOT/vsBOND); 

vPOS heterogeneous bridge (Cosmos/EOS/IOST); 

SLP development (vDOT/vATOM/vEOS/vIOST); 

vToken Mint incentives

2021�Q3�
vTokenSwap (Zenlink); 

parachain vsToken Launchpad; 

Voting Rights Bidding Market; 

vToken Grant Program; 

vPOS homogeneous bridge (Polka and 
Kusama)
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

• According to official data, in the completed Asgard CC1 to CC3 three edition tests, the 
number of CC1 participating nodes is 1,176, and the number of simultaneous online 
nodes is 890, distributed in 7 countries. CC2 launched a test on the cross-chain and 
vToken exchange functions. During the test, the cumulative number of nodes was 1,231, 
and a total of 1.5 million EOS completed cross-chain exchanges. The total number of 
cross-chain exchanges was 28,715. In the CC3 test environment that supports vDOT and 
vKSM exchange functions, a total of 3.3 million EOS, 7.6 million DOT, and 6.8 million 
KSM completed cross-chain exchanges. The total number of cross-chain exchanges was 
66,385. 

• According to official information, the Asgard CC4 testnet will be launched in the past 
month, which is also the last version of the testnet before the mainnet launch. It will 
mainly test product-related functions in stages. 

‣ Bifrost Dapp Interface Preview 
Source: Bifrost, TokenInsight
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02.  
TEAM ANALYSIS   
Core Team 
Bifrost currently has a team of 13 people, 
including 3 in the management team; 7 in the 
development team, accounting for 53% of the 
total; 3 in the product team, 2 in the marketing 
operations and commerce, and 1 in the design 
team. It can be seen from the distribution ratio 
that the team attaches great importance to 
technology and products. Members of the 
management team are all engineers with more 
than 5 years of related work experience in 
blockchain products, tool development, and 
software development. The overall work 
experience is relatively rich. Among them, CTO 
and the architect have 10 years of development 
experience and many years of management 
experience. The backgrounds of the core team 
members are as follows:

Graduated from Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology with a major in communications 
engineering. In his early years, he worked as a software 
engineer in Sina Weibo and Ping++, an aggregation 
payment brand under Shanghai Jianmi Network 
Technology Co., Ltd. In 2017, he founded Liebi, a 
blockchain data tool, and served as CEO, with 5 years of 
experience in blockchain product development.

Has more than 10 years of software engineering 
development experience. Worked at the software 
development company Cynovo and was responsible for 
the development of POS payment system for nearly 6 
years. In his early years, he served as a senior software 
engineer in Ping++ and was responsible for the 
development of core payment systems. The CTO who 
became Liebi in 2018 is mainly responsible for the 
operation and maintenance of blockchain nodes, as well 
as the development of the Bifrost core mining pool.

‣ Team�Composition�
Source:�Bifrost ;�TokenInsight

Design
8%

Marketing/Commerce
15%

Product
23%

Development
54%

Lurpis Wang 

Co-Founder & CEO

Edwin Wang 

Co-Founder & CTO
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According to the official information, Buffalo has more than 
10 years of experience in information technology, and has 
been involved in the research and development of 
blockchain systems and the application of encryption 
algorithms. He has development experience in 
Hyperledger-Fabric, Quorum, Ethereum and Bitcoin 
blockchain.

TEAM ANALYSIS

Buffalo 

System Architect

Strategic Investment Institutions and Partners 
Bifrost has received strategic investment from nearly 20 institutions and has reached 
cooperative relationships with many industry institutions. 

They are PAKA (Polkadot Ecological Investment Fund established by Stafi, Phala, Bifrost 
and other blockchain projects), CMS Holdings, Longhash Ventures, Youbi Capital, Incuba 
Alpha, NGC Ventures, Waterdrip Capital, Kernel Ventures, Altonomy, Zonff Partners, Oasis 
Capital, Bitrise Capital, DFG, Timestamp Capital, Consensus Lab, SNZ Holding, Digital 
Renaissance, Chain Capital, HyperSphere, Block Dream Fund and HASH CIB. 

At the same time, the Bifrost project is one of the 15 selected teams in the first phase of 
the Web3.0 Bootcamp. It is also funded by the Web3.0 Foundation and is also a member 
of the Substrate Builders Program under Parity.
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03.  
ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS   

Project Cooperation Ecology 
As of April 1, 2021, Bifrost has completed the local cross-chain test and successfully 
connected to the Rococo V1 environment for the para chain test. At the same time, it is 
also participating in the Crowdloan auction test of the Polkadot para chain slot. On March 
27th, it reached a cooperation with Tidal Finance, an insurance project, to provide 
insurance for its vToken. Bifrost has reached cooperation projects: Polkadot privacy network 
Phala Network, Polkadot basic node service provider and on-chain data index Apron 
Network, heterogeneous cross-chain project Darwinia, cross-chain DEX protocol Zenlink. 
On March 31, Bifrost cooperated with the decentralized trading platform DODO and 
established its vETH liquidity pool for pledge derivatives. On April 2, it launched vETH 
liquidity mining activities.  

‣ Bifrost Ecology Partners 
Source: Bifrost, TokenInsight, 2021.03.30
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Token Economy 
Bifrost's economic model is mainly divided into two modules, vToken and native token 
BNC. Among them, vToken, as a liquid bill asset of pledged asset certificates, not only 
represents the value of the original asset, but also represents the value of its potential 
reward. The native token BNC is applicable to the Bifrost mainnet, and the BNC tickets of 
the testnet can be exchanged for BNC 1:1 when the mainnet goes online. A total of 
80,000,000 pieces were issued. 

The main functions include: payment of network service charges; node collateral (to prevent 
malicious nodes); network governance rights; repurchase staking rewards (part of the 
staking rewards will be repurchased by BNC into the vault); vToken holding rewards: for 
guaranteeing the liquidity of vToken, Bifrost provides 20.25% of BNC rewards for users who 
mint vToken; rewards 15.75% of contributors participating in the Parachain Slot Auction 
(PLO). The specific distribution ratio of the token is as follows.

ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

‣ BNC Distribution 
Source: Bifrost; TokenInsight

Distribution Proportion BNC Amounts

Ecological 
Construction

45% 36,000,000

Founders 20% 16,000,000

PE 5% 4,000,000

Foundation 10% 8,000,000

Seed Round 10% 8,000,000

Reverse 10% 8,000,000

‣ BNC Distribution 
Source: TokenInsight

Reverse
10%

Seed�Round
10%

Foundation
10%

PE
5%

Founders
20%

Ecological�Reverse
45%

Kusama�PLO
5%

Slash�Margin
10%

Collator�Reward
10%

Polkadot�PLO
30%

vToken�Reward
45%
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

‣ BNC Detailed Distribution in 45% Ecological Construction 
Source: Bifrost; TokenInsight

Distribution Proportion BNC Amounts

Kusama PLO 5% 1,800,000

Polkadot PLO 30% 10,800,000

vToken Reward 45% 16,200,000

Collator Reward 10% 3,600,000

Slash Margin 10% 3,600,000

The following figure shows the unlocking of public offerings, private equities, seed rounds, 
vToken and Collator rewards, and the tokens held by the founders in the 12 quarters of TGE 
(the horizontal axis of the figure is in quarters) 

‣ BNC Unlocking 
Source: Bifrost; TokenInsight

0

20,000,000

40,000,000

60,000,000

Quarter

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Seed�Rounds PEs vToken�Rewards Collator�Rewards
Pubilc�O erings Founders
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Public Opinion Analysis 
Since November 2020, the Bifrost project team has made relatively stable updates on its 
Medium platform and social media, and released information on project progress and 
project cooperation. As of April 7, 2021, the Bifrost project Medium has published 102 
articles with a total of 2.2k followers; Bifrost's official Twitter account has 18k followers and 
349 tweets; the official Telegram community has a total of 19,540 group members; Discord 
community has 3,579 members; YouTube has uploaded 2 videos in total and has 34 
followers. The overall community activity is relatively active. Twitter has the highest activity, 
followed by Telegram. The number of community followers on each platform is moderate, 
and YouTube still has room for improvement.

ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

‣ Bifrost Followers in Social Platforms 
Source: TokenInsight, 2021.04.13

Number Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 18k

2 Telegram 19,540

3 Medium 2.2k

4 Discord 3,579
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Bifrost is in the process of preparing for the mainnet launch, and the Asgard testnet is 
operating in a stable condition. There are currently three different Polkadot networks: the 
Rococo testnet, the Kusama testnet, and the final Polkadot mainnet. Bifrost has won 
Rococo's para chain slot. Although the progress of the project has been slightly delayed, as 
the basic appearance of the Polkadot ecology has gradually been outlined by the market, 
the liquidity track of the release of pledged assets where Bifrost is located in a relatively less 
competitive sector in the Polkadot ecology and has become its one of the advantages. 

In terms of products, the original Bidder role allows users to retain the homogeneity and 
rights of his staking derivatives. Derivatives, vToken, are also widely used. For example, in 
this para chain slot auction, users who participate in PLO will face a lock-up period of 6-24 
months. The PLO Liquidity protocol launched by Bifrost provides vsDOT and vsKSM 
(Voucher Slot DOT/KSM) derivatives for other para chains to solve the liquidity problems of 
DOT and KSM during the slot auction process. 

As one of the projects supported by the Web 3.0 Foundation, it is also endorsed by more 
than 20 investment institutions, which is also one of its advantages. 

Similar to many Polkadot projects, the main challenge of this project stems from the 
operation of its mainnet after it goes live, which needs to be further observed after it goes 
live. 

In summary, TokenInsight gives a BB rating to the Bifrost project, with a positive outlook.
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibil- ity of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are lim- ited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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